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1.0	 BACKGROUND
This Technical Report presents the results of Phase II of the
Erectable Oxwepts for urge Space System Technology contract Use-33431
conducted between larch 1980 and January 1981. The original contract was
awarded to the Vought Corporation by the Marshall Space Flight Center (WC)
in April, 1979 9 and was reported on in Reference (1) in March 1980.
The development of the Space Transportation System and the Shuttle
Orbiter created a need for knowledge concerning packaging and construction of
space structures. Many systems and techniques have been proposed and
studied. This contract was aimed at extending the data base for practical
erectable/deployable structures by identifying and analyzing new and
previously proposed approaches, structural elements, and joint concepts. The
primary conclusion of the phase I Study was that for near-term missions, such
as the Science and Applications Space platform, the high packaging density
obtainable with single member elements is not critical enough to afford the
increased cost and complexity of on orbit assembly. These near-term
applications, using moderate size structures, could usually accommodate
sufficient lengths of deployable structural modules in the Orbiter payload
bay. A secondary conclusion of the study was that the incorporation of
Utilities with the structure may significantly impact the stowage, deployment,
and assembly requirements.
The Phase I study culminated in the design, fabrication, and testing
of two single-member end attachments, one module-to -module coupler and one
1-112 x 1-112 x 3 m. double-cell, called half-size, double-;olding structural
module (Figure 1-1). Four packaging configurations with different form
factors were studied. Three of these are shown as 1/10 scale models in Figure
1-2 along with the MSFC design concept, which Vought studied under the same
contract. The hybrids are defined as partially deployable, requiring joining
or erection operations. The cubic module provides a basic building block
adaptable for constructing linear arms and wide area platforms.
As demonstrated by Figure 1-3, which shows the final selected
configuration, the models proved extremely useful in visualization and
assessment of the operating characteristics. This configuration is fully
deployable and may be used in either the single or double-fold modes as
required by available stowage space. For this reason the single fold hybrid
was dropped from further study, though the "cardtable" concept was recommended
as a potential .implement to the double-fold as an interconnect between
modules.
Figure 1-4 shows the "half size" model constructed in Phase I. This
was particularly helpful in assessing joint tolerance, which was reported on
in Reference (2). The joints and strut diameters were full scale, with the
t
	
struts built half length to facilitate handling.
Of the three joint concepts identified in Figure 1-1, the most
promising is the module-to-module coupler (discussed further in Section 4).
It can be used for a variety of purposes including connec :ng members and
structural modules, or attaching experiment pallets to platforms. Attractive
performance features include hard and soft capture capability under axial,
lateral and angular misalignment conditions. Linear spring rate (no free
play) is obtained automatically as any movement after soft capture brings the-
probe toward a hard seat.
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fie other Joint concepts shown are uniquely suited to the member by
member erectable ooncepts.
The look at structural suer types was also affected by the
,conclusion that for near term platforms, extreme density packs" was not a
design driver. 4uerefore, simple cylindrical members were used in the
minder of the study because of the structural efficienoy of the shape.
`i
Leading to this phase of the contract it was recomm idod that
neutral buoyancy testing; of full also hardware and inseatigatiob of utilities
incorporation be included in the next studies.
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a2.0	 OWBCTlva	 OF POOR QUALM
The purpose of the Phase II effort two established as a continuation
of the development of the Phase I hardware to provide design and test data ftr
packaging, deploying, and assembling structures for near-term space platf u
systems, by testing flight type hardware in the MSFG Neutral DAyamy
	 -_
Simulator.
This involved several specific objectives:
(1) Arrive at an optimum or near optimum structural configuration
for varying degrees of deployment utilizing different levels of
6VA and RMS.
(2) Refine the design of joints and connectors and their
lookjrelease mechanisms to improve performance and operational
convenience.
(3) kUrther evaluate incorporation of utilities into structural
modules to determine their effects on packaging and deployment.
(4) by simulation tests, obtain data for stowage, deployment, and
assembly of the final structural system design to determine
construction timelines, evaluate system functioning and
techniques, and discover_ any needed improvements in design on
	 -
procedures.
Tasks added in September 1980 were:
tl) To study feasibility of automatic deployment.
(2) `1'o prepare a preliminary design of an automatically deploying
structure.
21	 14FS-:5647
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A Vought/MSFC review of earlier work resulted in selection of
Vought's double-fold, double-cell (DFDC) module eoneepc as the basic
structural component for further design and simulated zero-g testing,
utilizing the automatic coupler clevis and the module-to-4so3ule coupler.
3.1	 Design
Refinements were made in the module and connector designs to
increase the ease of operation of connectors, decrease required module
deployment forces, and to minimize joint and hinge free play. The specific
design refinements included the incorporation of a release lever and release
lookout into the module-to-module coupler and a release mechanism for the
automatic coupler clevis. A new look and release mechanism was designed for
the telescoping members to make hand operation by a space suited EVA subject
feasible. Teflon bearing pads were added to the telescoping members to
decrease deployment and folding forces. Module hinges were modified by
replacing solid pins with spring pins to eliminate free play.
3.2	 Test Hardware
Structural test hardware was fabricated for simulated zero-g testing
in the MSFC Neutral Buoyancy Simulator (NBS). The aluminum test structure was
designed to withstand the mildly corrosive water environment and buoyancy
chambers were incorporated to provide neutral buoyancy. All of the design
refinements for flight hardware were used in the NBS, test structure. One of
the primary considerations in the test hardware design was the provision for
as much flexibility as possible in stowage, deployment, and assembly using a
basic module. The resultant hardware allowed either single-fold or
double-fold stowage configurations. A variety of deployment and assembly
procedures was possible using various combinations of EVA and RMS
participation.	 In addition to two basic double cube modules, a
module-to-module interconnect structure was utilized for three purposes:
(1) To permit connection of the modules without having redundant
(adjacent) bulkhead members.
(2) Three "Card Table" members were used for assessment of the
unfolding operation of a combination erectable/deployable
(hybrid) unit.
(3) Two loose members were used for assessment of a fully
erectable concept.
A stowage fixture was designed and fabricated for holding the test
structure in the payload bay of the NBS Orbiter mockup. This fixture was
adaptable for stowage and deployment of the modules in either single-fold or
double-fold configurations. A base frame was built to provide an attachment
point for the deployed structural modules at the rear of the payload bay
mockup.
3.3	 Analyses
The structural modules were analyzed to verify that the selected
System parameters were commensurate with requirements for space application.
Finite-element analysis was used to determine stiffness and system natural
frequencies. An analysis of the double-fold module nodal joints was performed
to determine stability under load.
,4F'S-25647
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3.4	 Testing	 Of POOR
The test articles were delivered to M3FC on schedule. Vaught
personnel assisted in both installation in the Neutral Buoyancy Simulator
(tB3S) and the actual testing.
The tests were distinguished by being the first to make use of the
newly installed Remote Manipulater System (RMS) simulator.
Nineteen tests were planned. However, four were deleted due to
limitations of tank size or RMS sensitivity. Fifteen were accomplished and
recorded on video tape for later analysis. All operations went well with no
significant surprises. Need for a few changes/improvements were noted and are
included in the recommendations. An independent "Quick Look" repor` is
included as Appendix I of this report.
3.5	 Automatic Deployment Study
An additional effort was undertaken to determine the feasibility of
automatic deployment of space structure.
First a literature search was made for other deployable structures
to provide a data base of deployment techniques, then the Vought Contract
developed DFDC and the Vought IR&D developed Biaxial Scissors Fold Concept
(BASF) were studied for feasibility of automatic deployment.
Several automated concepts were generated and studied for
practicality. Two were submitted to MSFC for selection of a candidate for
further work. A spring deployed version of the DFDC was chosen to be carried
into preliminary design as the final part of this contract.
3.6	 Preliminary Automatic Deployment Design
'fie deployment mechanism developed is a cable system powered by a
long, small diameter helical spring loaded in compression, being essentially
fail-safe. The springs are located inside structural members for , additional
protection. Acces:^iry arms are required to initiate deployment. The geometry
is such that the opening moment is increased faster than the spring loading
decreases, thereby assuring full deployment. Restraint during deployment is
provided by a clack-work cable reel governor, or equivalent, to protect the
structure from opening shock.
During the study it was also determined that it would be practical
to retract the structure by incorporating a motor drive with the cable reel
governor.
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4.4
	
TEST HARDWARE DESIGN
This section describes and discusses the neutral buoyancy test
hardware. Tt:e primary elements were:
• Double fold double-cell modules (2 ea)
• Interconnect, consisting of:
"Card Table" (folding) legs 0 ea)
- Loose members (2 ea)
• Stowage Fixture (1 sa)
- Designed for reconfiguring 4 ways
• Base frame (1 ea)
- Designed to support deployed modules
The design drivers fur NBS teat eomponenta were cost, flexibility of
test operati. ,sns, compatibility with desired test oarameters, assured neutral
buoyancy and corrosion protection.
	
4.1	 Neutral Buoyancy
It was decided at the outset of the design effort that hard, sealed
buoyancy chambers would be the most reliable and would avoid later
complications and schedule problems. Positive buoyancy was designed into or
around the structure by calculation, so that small unobtrusive weights could
be used for final trim.
External flotation collars were used on the srall diameter
verticals, laterals and the outside portions of the tel gacoping diagonals.
These consisted simply of concentric aluminum tubes with the intervening spaces
sealed. This permitted initial balancing of the individual members in water
before final locat-I nn of the float devices. The folded envelope was slightly
compromised in U113 design compared to the basic flight design envelope. The
larger diameter longitudinal members were used to establish the folding
geometry. Internal float chambers were created by either sealing plugs
directly into the members or installing a separate sealed tube section. As
with the external floats, this permitted initial flotation balancing.
Flotation for the joints and accessories was provided for in the strut design.
Initial neutral buoyancy was established on a member by member basis
in the fabrication area using a specially constructed tank. This resulted in
a minimum of final trimming whe°i installed in the N&S facility.
The flotation collars were painted blue to differentiate easily the
parts of the hardware that were not related to the flight design.
4.2
	
Corrosion Protection
One of the auto lock couplers, fabricated under the Phase I of the
contract, was chosen to test the adequacy of a minimal corrosion protection
system. This part was chosen because it represented the aluminum
and stainless steel materials to be used. Also, due to the number of ;lose
tolerance moving parts it could not be elabo ,ately protected by primers and
paint. After submersion in a local chlorinated pool with an envircnme.nt
similar to the NBS for three weeks, it was still operable and without serious
deterioration.
MFS-25647
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neTherefore, it was #stgrmL ed ` th-atb no finish on stainless materials
would be required except for dry lube on moving parts, and thut anodize would
adequately protect the aluminum. However, for better appearance and further
protection, the majority of the structure was protected with either alodine or
anodize as a vase, adding primer and finishing off with an epoxy paint.
4.3	 Oast Oonriderations
Although a flight design may be mAde mostly of graphite-epoxy,
alumivam was chosen as the basic material for the test article due to ready
availability and cost.
The :ode fittings were simply profiled from plate and joined with
screws to fully represent typical flight hardware form and function.
The support structure was an extemely simplified cradle which did
not include the additional support points and strength which would be required
for launch environment.
Rigid detachable struts, or equivalent, built on to the modules for
folded positioning and to sustain launch loads will be a flight requirement,
but were not used on the test article.
The base frame, representing a spacecraft docked for a structural
add-on, was a "boiler plate ,, design, Heavy aluminum channel was fabricated
into a simple picture frame, locating the four points of attachment for the
deployed DFDC.
4.4	 Hardware Description
rigure 4-1 shows all the hardware installed in the Orbiter payload
Hay mockup at the NASA MSFC Neutral Buoyancy Simulator Facility.
Figure 4-2 is a schematic representation of the test structure
erected in the NB-S orbiter payload bay mockup. The full 15 meter arm consists
of two 6 m modules connected by a 3 m module-to-module interconnect.
Alternatively, modules can be deployed and erected independently, or two
modules with the interconnect can be sequentially deployed and erected, or two
initially connected modules can be deployed as a unit.
4.4.1	 Modu les
The basic structural concept is a cube which folds in two directions
for minimum volume stowage. in order to include all folding characteristics
of an extended structure it was necessary to use at lest a two cube module,
hence the double-fold double-cell (DFDC) nomenclature. This structure may be
extended in any combination of X, Y, or Z axes as desired for beam or platform.
With this particular point design, electrical utiliti °3 may be added
with no increase in stowea volume. A module complete with flotation collars
is represented in Figure LI-3.
MFS-25647
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Figure 4-3 DOUBLE-FOLD DOUBLE CELL MODULE	 d
The basic elements in the structure are the tubular struts which
were sized (See Section 5) to simulate a section of a 1979 Science and
Applications Space Platform (SASP) arm (Ref. 7). Figure 4-4 shows a strut
with a typical end fitting which permits adjustment at assembly. A
combination of coarse and fine threads, both right hand, at opposite ends of
the strut permit infinite turnbuckle-like adjustments without the possibility
of separating.
a 
	 T- Rod End (Clevis)
	
Lock Nut
Figure 4-4 STRUT
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Figure 4-5 TELESCOPE LOCKS
The other significant strut feature is shown in Figure 4-5. The
diagonals which telescope must, of course, lock in the deployed
configuration. During deployment the mechanism automatically locks the
diagonals when fully contracted. This is accomplished by the ramping of the
two spring-loaded levers onto the collar riveted to the end of the outer
tube. Extension loads are taken by the lever ramps while compression loads
are taken by stops on the inner tube. The wedging action of the levers
against the collars provides a no-free-play connection. The ears on the
levers extend outward in the locked position, providing an indication that the
diagonal is locked. To unlock the diagonals for folding, the mechanism is
released and held in the unlocked position by the simple one-handed operation
of compressing the lever ears. The device remains in this position until
rearmed by sliding the sprang-loaded wedge backward, thus allowing the levers
to spring out.
The nodal elements of the DFDC are represented in Figure 4-6. The
lug/clevis arrangement was widened (from the Phase I design) and roll pins
were used as a result of the studies in Ref. (1) and (2). The wider lugs
provide greater axial stability for the strut connection and the roll pin
provides greater stability by removing free-play (non-linearity) from the
joint. :tie basic node structure is not weight optimized but represents
functionally the load paths and the proper spacing of the struts for folding.
In addition} the module connector mount is incorporated onto the node fitting
to achieve intersecting load paths to the greatest possible degree.
MFS-25647
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FLOTATION COLLAR
NODE 5
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Figure 4-6 NODE FITTINGS
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The single-fold configuration offers a moderate
	 f	 tsi
but a module designed only for siq#lo-tol# stomp t uires for toie
diagonals and can use simpler joints tkaft the dftble-ftld configuration.
double-fold configuration requires evWY diagonal amber to telescope, but
muoh utter packaging density is aabieved, ttr ,
 the double..cell nautna
buoyancy modules, the deployed volume to ft1ded vomits ratio U 3jA to
single-fold and 28.711 for, double-fold. longitudinal members were 6.35 an
O.D. with 0.089 an wall thickness. Lateral members had 3,175 em O.D. and
0.159 em wall thickness. To allow telescoping, del members were made
with an inner and outer tube, the outer tube being 3.81 on O.D. with 0.125 am
wall thickness and the inner tube being 3.1715 on O.D. with 0.159 an wall
thickness. To minimize sliding Motion in the telescoping diagonals, teflon
bearing pads were used between the inner and outer tubes. The folding of a
double-fold module requires each of the diagonal struts to telescope (extend),
whereas in the deployed configuration, the concentric tines must be looked
together in the contracted configuration to carry ixiai loads.
4.4.2
	
Module-to-Module Interconnect
If the basic modules are joined directly, redundant vertical and
lateral members will exist at the connection plane. A module-to-rodule
interconnect is a special structural system used in this case to eliminate
this redundancy. Several configurations are possible, including separate
folding structures, folding legs pre-attached to the modules, and a collection
of loose members. For the KBS tests, an interconnect consisting of a
combination of folding "eardtable" legs and loose members was chosen for
evaluation and testing. This arrangement allows assessment of both member
deployment and loose member assembly operations to add to the study data base.
As indicated in Figure 4-7, two eardtable legs, each comprising a
longitudinal and a diagonal member, were attached to one module, and one
eardtable leg was attached to the other module. The remaining longitudinal
and diagonal struts were separate loose members. For tests requiring
interconnect assembly, the eardtable legs fold against the modules in a
single-fold stowage configuration. During deployment, the eardtable legs
unfold and connect to the other module by means of a module-to-module coupler
(Figure 4-8). Each of the eardtable legs was provided with a spring-loaded
folding stabilizer strut that holds the unfolded leg in position for module
connection. Loose members may then be inserted using the automatic* coupler
clevis shown in Figure 4-9.
4.4.3
	
Payload_Bay Support Fixture
For the neutral buoyancy tests, a payload bay support fixture was
designed and built. The purpose of this device was to simulate the type of
stowage rack required for flight so that procedures for unstowing and stowing
the structure could be evaluated and timelines established. The support
fixture consisted of a subframe mounted on a payload bay pallet and a modular
system of uprights with retractable cups (or probes as needed) for engaging
the coupler probes (or drogues) on the folded test structure. These
retractable cups and probes were actuated by EVA subjects through a system of
pushrods and cranks.
4•B
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Figure 4-10 illustrates how the Cixture wa:3 configured to provide
desired initial stowage conditions. By changing the arrangement of support
towers, it was possible to stow two double-cell modules in the following
configurations:	 -
tl) Two unattached single-fold modules.
(2) Two unattached double-fold modules.
(3) 'No initially connected single-fold modul,;:i.
(4) Two initially connected double-fold mod'Jles.
(5) Two unattached single-fold modules with folded
cardtable legs.
The latching mechanism of the support fixture was operated from two
work stations, one on each side of ;.he payload bay. To unstow each
double-cell module required an FVA subject at each work station to pull two
tee handles, each of which released two couplers. Following the coupler
release, the module could then be lifted from the support fixture by the HMS.
Bestowing a module required reversal of this operation. The folded module was
first, brought into position in the support fixture, the coupler probes or
drogues oil 	 side were aligned with the corresponding cups or probes on the
support fixture, and the tee handles were pushed in to engage the couplers.
4.4.4	 Base Support Frame
To provide a point of attachment for constructing the test
structure, a base support frame was designed and fabricated. This structure,
shown in Figure 4-11, consisted of a 3 m square frame supported by legs bolted
to the payload bay mockup longerons. The primary structural material used in
the construction was 20.32 cm ( 8-inch) channel section 60bl-T6 aluminum
alloy. The structural modules were attached to the base frame at the corners
by means of module-to-module couplers with the probes mounted on the base
frame. The base frame was located at the aft end of the payload bay mockup
with its normal axis angled at 20 degrees to the starboard of the Orbiter
centerline. This configuration was based on tradeoffs between fidelity to
likely flight construction geometry, the need for the assembled structure to
remain within the HMS arm manipulating envelope, boundaries established oy the
NN S tank walls and water surface, and the need to leave the stowage area
unobstructed by the first module deployed.
4.4.',	 Connect Fittings
Tile module-to-module auto lock couplet-, Figure 4-12, had a broad
range of applications and excellent operational characteristics.	 The main
purpose kit' the coupler was to join two structural modules. However, it was
also generally applicable as an end connector for single members and for
mounting experiment carriers or other packages on platforms. Use as a module
coupler for cubic modules required four couplings to be made nominally in a
plane.	 Pits required a soft capture capability and operability within
misalignment tolerances.
	
The coupler would soft rapture with a ten degree
.irigular misalignment, a 1.1..5 mm radial mismatch, or 2.5 mm axial engagement
variation. The probe was captured by the drogue finsers 2.5 mm before
bottoming out. Once captured, the probes could not back oit of the drogue
without oper•.ition of the release mechanism. An advantageous feature of this
coupler is that, once bottomed out, there is essentially no axial free play
and the force/deflection relationship is linear. 	 This was verified in the
Phase 1 program by static and vibration tests.
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Figure 4.12 AUTO-LOCK COUPLER
One deficiency of the Phase I design pertained W the release cf :.he
coupler. To bredK the connection, the drogue collar had to be moved backward
to retract the holding pins. To release foi. , couplers simultaneously, as
required to disconnecL two modules, required a'. four collars to be held in
the release position. The redesigned coupler has a spring-loaded device for
achieving this. Once released, the coupler remained in the release position
until armed again by manually pressing a button on the side of the collar. To
aid a suited EVA subject in retracting the release collar, a lever was added
to the coupler as shown. For the neutral buoyancy hardware, this lever was a
single sheet ..ieLal part wired in place on the collar. As noted in Section 6.3
this wire presented a smail safety hazard, and was therefore removed, causing
difficulty during the test.
The second ,point type used in the neutral buoyancy testing was the
automatic coupler clevis, Figure 4-13. This fitting was used to make
connections on the ends of the single member struts in the module-to-module
interconnect.	 IL. features end or side insertion capability in a 180-degree
arc with a . 12.5 mm gathering range.
,o release '.his coupler required retraction of the spring-loaded
ta0ered pins. A simpl- spring clip was designed for attachment to the clevis
to allow thin to be easily accomplished. Compressing the spring side3 with
one hand causes a small tab on each side of the clevis to push the hinge pins
inward, releasing the --onnection. The parts are separated with the other hand
4 15	 ffS-25647
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LOCKING PIN	 a
Figure 4 13 AUTOMATIC COUPLER CLEVIS
whila Lhe rel lease spring is compress ,3d. Although the disconnection is thus a
two hand operation, the simplicity of the design was ,judged to outweigh the
?dvantages of a one-hand rv?.-ise which would require a more complex internal
mechanism in the lug.
4.4.6
	
Electrical Utilities
MSFC determined that electrical power and signal wire routing
requireme-A s for a 25 kw SASP type structural arm would be.
0 8 each 1/0 power cables
0 4 each 08 AWG wires
0 8 each 011 AWG wires
0 40 each twisted shielded pairs 020
o b each coax
The problem associated with irrvta111ng utilities on a folded
structure was established by Vought to be the routing of the cables across
folding ,joints (nodes), such that packaging volume and wire flexing forces
would riot. un,;uiy affect the deployable concept. In addition it was assumed
that all services should be available to a. faces of the arm so there would
be no limitation to experiment placement.
Since	 the four•	nodes	 at.	 the	 center	 bulkhead	 of the	 DFDC	 are
repetitive	 throughout an extenCed arm,	 demonstration of packaging and flexing
effects	 was	 accomplished	 by	 installing	 wire	 bundles	 at	 these points on one
DFDC	 modile.	 Fi_-ure 4-14	 sh•;ws	 the	 arrangement	 of	 power	 and signal wires.
Figure	 4- .5 	shows a '.ypcia.	 routing	 arrangement.	 which	 permits Col tang of the
structure.
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Power and Communicahuns
across Center Nodes In Test
Article Represent All
Configurations in a Linear
S:.-ucture
r	 SIGNAL CABLES (DIAGONALLY OPPOSITE)
Each Contains
6 Meter Module
	 20 - TSP
4 - Coax
POWER CABLES (DIAGONALLY OPPOSITE)
Each Contains
4 - 1/0 Cables
2-8AWG
4-12AWG
Figure 4-14 ELECTRICAL UTILITiFS ROUTING
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Figure 4-15TYPICAL NODE CROSSING (FOLDED)
Neither connectors nor node to node routing were addressed in this
study. However, it may be noted for this point design, the wire could be
routed either inside or outside the longitudinal members between nodes.
The study determined that wire bundle flexibility is primarily
establishe.. by three criteria; wire size, bundle looseness and insulation
properties. The 1/0 gunge power wires promised to be the most difficult to
manage. However, for demonstration purposes it was found that commercial
welding cable was ideal, having a small strand loosely bound wire bundle with
soft insulation. Individually the smaller signal wires were relatively
flexible in standar,! aerospace grades. Thus, the remaining problem was that
of making up a no0e crussover wire bundle that would be loose enough to permit
the wires to bend individually rather than as a unit when Lightly bound
together as is usual with typcial string tie or braided support.
The final demonstration instailation is shown in Figure 4-16. Wire
support and control is provided by a convoluted conduit which may be
considered as having the additional advantage of providing micrometeroid
protection.
It was possible with this point design DFDC to cross all nodes s-ith
the required utilities without, affecting stowed volume.
With the four,
 demonstration wire bundles installed, the DFD(' module
was operated in the "zero-G" environment of Lne MSFC Neutral Buoyancy
Simulator. Doing the same stowage/deployment maneuvers, no detectabl? effects
were felt with the wire bundles added.
Neutral Buoyancy for the cabling was accomplished uy adding sealed
aluminum float chambers in the same manner as for Lhe basic sLructure.
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5.0	 STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS	 OF POOR QVAIY
This section presents a static and dynamic analysis of an 18 m-long
aluminum truss strong back (arm) configuration made up of a six-cell,
double-fold module. The analysis is essentially the same as the structural
analysis presented for the Phase I baseline structure of Ref. (1), except for
the substitution of member sizes (noted below) on the neutral buoyancy test
hardware. That sizing was based on the Science and Application Space Platform
(SASP) requirements of Reference (7). The purpose of this analysis was to
compare performance of the test structure with the previous baseline and to
verify that the test hardware meets reasonable criteria for strength,
stiffness, and natural frequency. It is recognized that different
applications will require specific tailoring of member lengths, diameters, and
wall thicknesses, as well as material. For structures requiring high
dimensional stability, for example, use of a low coefficient of thermal
expansion material such as graphite/epoxy would probably be used.
5.1	 Finite Element Model
A finite-element model composed of tubular axial elements (Figure
5-1) was used in the analysis. As in the Phase I analysis, three payload
masses of 3040 kg each were assumed attached to the arm, and the arm was
assumed to be rigidly attached at the base. These payload masses were
distributed as concentrated masses at twelve joints, namely; the four corners
at the free end, six meters from the free end, and twelve meters from the free
end. Tne mass loading shown in Figure 5-2 is representative of typical SASP
loading per Ref. (7). Joint masses were assumed to be 0.79 kg each. The
essential difference between the Phase II truss model and the Phase I baseline
model is the substitution of 0.089 cm wall thickness longerons in place of the
0.318 cm thickness. In both cases, the diagonal and bulkhead member sizes were
assumed the same. Material parameters for 6061-T6 aluminum were used.
5.2	 Static Analysis
Maximum allowable loads in the diagonal members were established,
based on critical buckling for pin-ended columns. From the computed loads, it
was determined that a transverse acceleration of 0.0079 g would provide a zero
margin in the critically loaded diagonal. This compares with 0.0092 for the
Phase I baseline and is well above the estimated Low Earth Orbit (LEO)
operational loading environment of 10- 4
 or 10-5 g of Ref. (7). The
critical loading condition and results are shown in Figure 5-2. The resulting
tip deflection is 0.008 m compared with 0.0036 m for the Phase I baseline.
Stiffness was calculated for the 15 meter test structure (see
Section 5.5) to be 0.0011 cm/N (0.002 in/lb). Measured stiffness was
noticeably lower, measuring 0.0017 cm/N (0.003 in/lb) after correcting for
wall deflection. Hysteresis quite possibly is a significant contributor to
this delta (see Section 5.6). However, to understand the full implications,
including joint rotation (see Section 5.4), further investigation seems
warranted.
5.3
	
Modal Analysis
The first four Liatural .nodes of vibration are shown in Figures 5-3
through 5-6. Modes one and two, in order of increasing frequency, are "first"
bending modes in diagonal planes and occur at 0.55 and 0.56 Hz. Mode three is
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Figure 5-3 BENDING MODE 1 ("FIRST" —DIAGONAL)
Fiyure 5 4 BENDING MODE 2 ("FIRST" — DIAGONAL)
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Figure 5-5 BENDING MODE 3 ("FIRST"—TORSIONAL)
Figure 5 . 6 BENDING MODE 4 ("SECOND" — VERTICAL)
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a "First" torsional mode and the fourth is a "second" bending mode occurring
in the vertical direction. The lowest natural frequency of 0.55 Hz exceeds
the 0.5 liz level deemed acceptable for avoiding structural and control system
interaction in Ref. (7).
5.4	 Joint Stability Analysis
In the double-fold module, each of the nodal joints must be
rotationally stable under load for the module to maintain its structural
integrity. Because converging members do not connect at the module cell
corners but at a finite distance from the corner, compression loads create
destabilizing moments on the joint if the member axes are not concurrent. For
example, Figure 5-7 shows the loads acting on the large central nodal joint
nearest the fixed end of the 18 m cantilevered arm analyzed in Section 5.2
Y
354 N	 I
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210 N	 F
1277 N
C	 H
19.05 cm
^^ O
148 NN
	
12.7 cm
Z'',
12.7
	
D 688 Ncrn	
G	 B
ON	 \ 3 12.7 cm	 X s
usZ
564 N
Figure 5-7 LOADS ON CENTRAL NODAL JOINT
under the critical transverse acceleration of 0.0079 g• (Recall that this
critical acceleration was based on buckling the diagonal under highest load.)
The joint is fixed to a lateral member at point G, but all other member
connections are hinged. The solid black lines at the nooes indicate the hinge
pin axes. The joints at E and F have two rotational degrees-of-freedom. If
the joint has an initial rotational misalignment about the y-axis, the
compressive loads, primarily those in the longerons attached at C and D,
create a moment about point 0 which tends to increase the rotation. The
primary restraint to rotation about the y-axis is the lateral member attached
6-6	 ::I'S-25647
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at G. Similarly, rotations about the x-axis are restrained by the lateral at
G with additional restraint by the diagonals hinged at A and B. Several
members restrain z-axts rotations; including, in particular, the longerons at
C and D as well as the lateral member at 1 and the diagonals at A, B and H.
An inspection of all of the joints in a double-cell-double-fold
module reveals that each is restrained in each of the three rotational
degrees-of-freedom by at least a rigidly attached lateral member or by a
longeron. Furthermore, under the critical transverse acceleration loading
(0.0079g), the member loads are such that the greatest destabilizing moment
for a given angular misalignment for all joints is for y-axis rotation of the
large central joint of Figure 5-7. Hence, if it can be shown that a single
longeron or lateral member is sufficient to stabilize a joint under the worst
case moment, then all joints are stable.
For y-axis rotation of the center joint in Figure 5-7, the
destabilizirr t; moment about point 0 is:
Mo = (512 N-m/radian] 9y (1)
where	 Ny is	 the	 angle of	 rotation	 about	 the y-axis.	 Equation	 (1)	 was
obtained assuming	 that joint	 rotation	 is	 small and	 does	 not	 change	 the
direction of	 the	 joint forces
	
but	 merely	 shifts their,	lines	 of	 action	 to
create a moment arm about point	 0.
To show stability, consider the beam-column of Figure 5-8 with
o ompressive load F and moment M acting on each end. The beam-column
y
M	 M
F	 so x
	
F
f
M = AI Bo +ax (x = A)
Figure 5-8 Beam Column for Joint Stability Anaiysis
represents a st..rbilizing longeron or lateral and the moment is assumed to act
on both ends because that represents the worst possible situation in which
joints on opposing ends act together to buckle the member. The dii'ferential
equation for deflection of the beam-column is:
El	 + F a-	 = 0	 (2)
dx	 dx
MFS-25647
5-1
(3)
3
EIY (0) = 0
dxY(^)	 0
1
For simplicity, the origin X=0 is taken at the beam midpoint so that symmetry
can be used to derive I ne boundary conditions:
2
dx (0) = 0	 EI d^ (2)	 A[90 + dx (x = L/2) )
The third condition reflects the fact that the shear force is zero
at mid span ;,y symmetry, and the last condition is the moment equation at the
joint.	 9  is some initial misalignment angle and A is the moment per unit
angle of rotation.	 The total end rotation is A plus the additional
rotation d	 L Niue to elastic deformation.
dx	 2)
The solution to Equations (2) and (3) is easily found:
A9 o [cos Kx-cos ( 2L) )	 (4)
Ak sin (2 ) -k El cos (2 )
where k -	 F
EI
Joint instabi,,^; exists Cor parameter values yielding unbounded deflections
for nor.-zero 0.. Hence, instability is obtained if the denominator in
Equation (4) is zero. That is:
Ak sin( 2L) - k 2 EI cos (T) = 0	 (5)
or
Acrit	 sin ( 2 )
kEl cos ( 2L)
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Thus, the critical ,joint moment per angle of rotation is a function of beam
length, stiffness, and axial compressive load.	 For values of A less than
Acrit, the ,joint will be stable.
Hence, if Ar,-it is greater than the value 512 N-m/radian from
Equation (1) for all longerons and laterals, then all the ,joints are stable.
In calculating Acrit, the worst case condition holds when the
compressive load F is a maximum. From Figure 5-2, for longerons, F inax =
lt'54 N and for lateral members, Finax = 187 N. Thus, for longerons,
F a 1454N
L = '10
EI= 5912 N--m2
(6.35 cm OD, .089 cm wall thickness aluminum)
which yields:
Acrit = 3, 18 6 N-m/radian.
For lateral members,
F = 187N
L = 3m
EI = 1,182 N-m2
(3.175 cm OD, 0 .159 cin wall thickness aluminum)
which yields:
Acrit = 692 N-m/radian.
Since the calculated values of Acrit for both longerons and
laterals are greater than the maximum value ^f 512 N-m/radian for the maximum
loading condition, the analysis indicates that all joints are stable.
Although this	 analysis snows	 that	 the	 deflections of	 stabilizing
members will	 remain finite,	 no consideration	 has	 yet been given	 to	 the
restraint force	 magnitudes.	 Structural	 fa? lure	 could still occur	 if	 the
bending stresses	 in the	 stabilizing members or	 ',he	 nodal joint are	 too	 large.
The	 bending moment at	 the	 ,oint is	 obtained	 by	 differentiating Equation	 (4)
twice:
M	 ( L )
2
= EI
dx
(:;	 =	 L/2)	 =
-A6o kEI cos	 (1L)
kL )
(6)—	 L	 T
A sin (1 )	 - kE. cos (2
The
	
moment is	 proportional to	 the	 initial ,joint	 mislignment	 angle	 Pc A
reasonable maximum	 value of	 Ao	is	 0.0067	 radians, corre::aonding to	 a
misalig,ranent of 0.25 cm over the	 38 cm span of the largest space	 ,joint. Using
this	 value of	 00	 and	 A	 = 511	 N-m/radian, together with thF	 values of F,	 L,
and	 EI	 for lateral	 members used	 previously to	 calculate Acrit,	 wt,	find that
the maximum restraining moment for lateral members is M (L;?) = 1?.? N-m.
For longitudinal members, the moment is smaller. A moment of 13.2
h-m (116.6 in-lb) is well within the strength capabilities of the members,
nodal ,joints, and hinges. For example, a 13.2 N-m bending moment acting on a
representative 1.27-cm (0.5 in) square cross section induces a tensile stress
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of approximately 3,900 N/cm2
 (5,bO0 psi), much less than the tensile
strength of We aluminum alloys used in the neutral buoyancy teit hardware.
5.5	 SLatio Load Teat
This section decribes and discusses load testing of the asembled
neutral buoyancy test structure. The purpose of the Lest was to determine thQ
force-deflection characteristics under cyclical ioad ng. Of particular
interest were the determination of the structural hysteresis and detection of
any joint free play. Hysteresis is important as it contributes to vibration
damping for the flight structur3. Joint free play is highly undesirable
because it degrades the geometric integrity of the structure, contributing to
pointing inaccuracy and other performance irregularities.
Thu test configuration is shown in the photograph of Figure 5-9.
The test structure consisted of the fully assembled neutral buoyancy truss
made up of two double-fold modules joined by Lhe module-to-module interconnect
for a total length of 15 m. One end was attached to a wall (Figure 5-10) by
means of module-Lo-module couplers, and the structure was supported on the
floor by rollers (Figure 5-11). These rollers provided essentially
frictioirless support, allowing unrestrained transverce deflection of the arin.
Tha cantilevered arm was equally loaded on the top and bottom .:orners at the
free end by a system of weights, ropes, and pulleys. Provision was t.ade for
loading in opposite directions, and load increments were applied by adding cr
removing weights.	 Bending deflections of the truss were measured at five
module nodes (3m intervals) by dial indicator- mounted on the floor (Figure
5-12).
Prior to testing the structure under load, no free play could be
detected. U,.splacing the arm slightly from the equilibrium position by hand
and then releasing it produced a damped oscillation which decayed to
essentially the original rest position (within about 0.0254 mm as indicated by
the dial gages.) Figure 5-13 is a plot showing the teat result.
5.6 sy tere sis
When reviewing the results of the static test, evidence of a
surprising amount of hysteresis was oLserved. An investigation was warranted
because of the putentially detr ental results of having variatle structural
distortions between a control module aril a pointing experiment.
Fundamentally, hysteresis is as necessary to structural damping as
it is deleterious to the shape of a close tolerance variably faded
structure. Die! problem is to determine the magnitudes and frequencies for a
given aesiui such that the end product performs its intended functions
satisfactur•.ly.
p 1Lr.uugh a complete analysis was not within the scope of this
contract, the following items show the need 1'or further study to establish
design cr.
-.ii measured def.'.ection results were influenced by these basic
phenomena:
ft
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Figure 5-13 Measured Deflections (Including Wall)
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1.02
(0.4 In.)
0.76
(0.3 in.)
0.51
(0.2 in.)
0.25
(0.1 in.)
0
-0.25
-0.51
-0.76
- 1.02
r• Strain (elastic strain, ulider load)
Represents the "majo^ portion ( =75^) of the observed
deflection.
	 `-^
• Joint Freeplay
Limited in DFDC test to interconnect bolts (middle bay
only) and trunnions.
• Joint Slip (Boundary Shear Damping)
Probably greatest contributor to observed DFDC Hysteresis.
• Material Slip (Stress-Strain Damping)
Initial check indicates that this would be negligible for
structure of this size and loading.
• Rolling Friction (Peculiar to Test Set-Up)
Cursory checks indicated an effect less than .25% of total
deflection measured at the free end.
• Joint rotation (see Section 5.4)
n
Of the above items, only two, joint freeplay and joint slip, appear
to have potential significance for SASP size structures beyond the normal
design considerations.
Joint freeplay was studied in considerable detail and reported on by
Ref. (1) and (2). It is considered to be a condition that is readily amenable
to design improvements, as in fact the subject test article demonstrated.
Only 22 of the 135 moveable joints in the test article (including telescope
locks) had potential freeplay (not pressed roll pins, etc.).
However, in the assembled test set up, no looseness was discernable
by feel or sound.
Joint slip which is boundary layer shear on the molecular level is
riot a usual consideration in structural design. Figure 5-14, however, shows a
residual deflection of O.1 cm which could translate into a pointing error,
conceivably exceeding 1 arc min in an eighteen meter SASP arm. This is
approximately 10% of the stability requirement and 5% of the accuracy
requirement for pointing recommended by Ref. (8) for this type structure.
which joints slipped,
Further, this forces
Of course the actual angle is dependent on
i.e.: permitting shear or bending type deformations.
the conclusion that residual torsional deformatioi
pointing accuracy of side mounted experiments.
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1.02	 (cm)
0.76
DEFLECTION
0.51
0.25
(-1001bi(-80)(-60)(--40)(-20)
- 445 - 356 - 267 - 178 - 89 ,,W
89 178 267 356 445
- 0.25 (- 0.1 in.)	 FORCE
(N)
-0.51 (-0.2 in.)
- 0.76 (- 0.3 In.)
- 1.02 (- 0.4 in.)	 TP,
- 1.27 (- 0.5 in.)
Figure 5-14 Static Influence Coefficient Data (With Wall Deflections Subtracted)
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6.0	 NEUTRAL BUOYANCY SIMULATOR (NBS) TESTING
	 OF POOR QUALF7Y
The NBS tests conducted in September 1980 represented the
culmination of the major effort, of the Phase II portion of Vought's studies of
Space Structure. The design, analysis and fabrication efforts were complete
and the hardware was installed in the MSF" NBS Facility during the week of 5
September 1980.
The test was planned for the underwater environment where a
weightless environment could be realistically simulated. The hardware and EVA
Subjects were made neutrally buoyant and balanced to avoid rotational
tendencies. 'Thus, the hardware and Subjects react as if weightless with
little difference expected in similar on-orbit operations (conclusion by
Reference (4)). Operational timelines obtained from the tests are also
expected to be realistic data from which to project on-orbit timelines. Early
in the program Ref. (10) was prepared for guidance during the test article
design. Later, the Test Plan, Ref (9) was prepared to finalize the test
requirements, establishing the configuration of the test article and
supporting hardware.
The Test Plan presented step-by-step operations for the nineteen
proposed deployment/retraction tests and specified such things as HMS
involvement, number of EVA Subjects involved, stowage configurations, location
of deployment operations and sequence of lock/unlock operations.
6.1	 Test Objectives
The basic structure was divided into the elements shown in Figure
6-1. The rationale for this setup was derived such that the operational
characteristics for the following elements could be demonstrated:
• Basic structural module deployment and retraction.
- The two bay DFDC represents a minimum length
configuration for complete operational characteristics.
• Module-to-module connection
- Direct connection.
- Indirect connection with 3 meter interconnect to
eliminate bulkhead redundancy at interface.
• Erectable and Hybrid Structure - Interconnect
- The folding "cardtable" legs represent hybrid
erectable/deployable structure which could be used in
particular packaging schemes other than the single and
double fold.
- The single member, purely erectable, concept was
included by substituting two loose members (after three
point connection stability was established) for one of
the "cardtable" legs.
• EVA vs HMS OGeration
The Test Plan was u, signed to determine the appropriate
ratio of EVA and RMS involvement in the operating
sequence.
The Plan also was set up to reveal design chat ►ge
potential for reducing operational constraints in both
physical limitations and timelines.
MFS-25647
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(A) DOUBLE-CELL MODULE WITH COUPLERS
DOUBLE-CELL MOCULES
(DEPLOYABLE)--,^--
SINGLE MEMBERS
(ERECTABLE)
CARDTABLE MEMBERS
(HYBRID)
(B) MODULE-TO-MODULE INTERCONNECT	 oIn
CL
Figure 6-1 Test Hardware Components
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6.2	 Test Preparation
In addition to preparing the Test Plan the following items were
a.:complished:
o
	
	
The hardware was checked and balanced in detail for
neutral buoyancy.
o A pre-test visit was made to the MSFC NBS facility to
brief NASA and associated contract personnel on the double
fold-double cell (DFDC) operations.
c
	
	
The Vought Project Engineer prepared and qualified for
assisting in the NBS facility.
o Vought assistance was provided for uncrating and
installing the DFDC in the NBS, and for configuration
changes during the test.
6.3	 Test Operations
NASA personnel directed and controlled all test operations and
directed or concurred with all plan changes.
Of the nineteen planned tests, fifteen were actually executed one or
more times. Two were deleted due co tank space limitations on the fully
c:eployed structure and two due to limited sensitivity of the HMS simulator.
The EVA subjects, HMS operator and support divers were "run through"
each basic test in SCUBA gear for familiarization. Certain operations were
delegated to the support divers for the following reascns:
o When it was determined that a more sensitive HMS could
accomplish the task.
o When it was dete,^mined that a design change would eliminate
the task, or make it feasible for EVA or RMS operation.
c When it involved a step skipped in test preparation.
o When it involved a maintenance type operation.
The Test Plan was modified on site during the operation in a few
instances. For example:
• :he sequence was modified to take full advantage of the
currently installed support structure configuration, thereby
reducing setup changes between tests.
• The release lever on the module coupler was found to have an
exposed tip on the safety wire, presenting a small hazard to
the divers. The levers were removed and used as an EVA trul
pending redesign.
• The stabilizers (stay braces) were not installed on the
interconnect cardtable legs due to the tedious adjustment
procedure required to assure proper positioning.
Typical test activity involved unstowing (i.e. releasing latches,
holddowns, etc.), deploying, transporting, and attaching the structural
element. Figure 6-2 illustrates two single-folded modules stowed, Figure 6 -3
shows two independently stowed double module-, Figure 6-4 shows two connected
douhle fold modules for a 12 m arm nd Figure 6-5 shows the single fold stowage
configuration adapting to the module-to-module interconnect.
In some tests, the objective was to restore the structural components
,MrS-25647
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Figure 6.2 Single-Fold Stowage for Test 1 through Test 9
VIEW LOOKING AFT
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Figure 6-3 Double-Fold Stowage for Test 10 through Test 14
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Figure 6-4 Connected Double-Fold Stowage for Test 15 and Test 16
2 CARDTABLE LEGS
I CARDTABLE LEG
VIEW LOOKING AFT
Figure 6-5 Single-Fold Module with Cardtable Leg Interconnect Stowage
for Test 17 through Test 19
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an already assembled structure. For restowing, the procedures
are essenLiaily the reverse of the assembly procedures.
The procedures outlined here consist of several basic tasks to be
performed to accomplish a specific objective. Because there is much
repetition, detailed task descriptions are not given for the sake of brevity.
A step-by-step breakdown of the fundamental tasks is given in Ref. (q).
TEST 1. (See Figure 6-6)
- 2 double-cell modules initially stowed in single-fold configuration
- 2 EVA crew members
PRCCEDUR E:
(1) Unstow first module.
(2) Transport to aft mounting base.
(3) Attach to base at four corners.
(4) Unfold first module.
(5) Unstow second module.
(6) Transport to end of previously installed module.
(7) :Ittach second module to first module at four corners.
(C) Unfold second module.
TEST 2.
- 2 double-cell modules initially stowed in single-fcld
configuration
- 2 EVA crew members
PROCEDURE:
(1) Untold first module in place.
(2) Release first module from support.
(3) Transport to aft mounting base.
(4) Attach to base at four corners.
(5) Unfold second module in place.
(6) Release second module.
(7) Transport to end of first module.
(8) Attach to first module at four corners.
TEST 3
- 2 single fold modules initially connected and stowea
- 2 EVA crew members
PROCEDURE:
(1) Unstov modules.
(2) Transport folded modules to aft mounting base.
(3) Connect end of one module to base at four corners.
(4) Unfola module to form 12 m arm.
TEST 4.
- 2 double-cell modules initially erected on base
- 2 EVA crew members
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(1) Fold free end module into single-fold configuration.
(2) Disconnect from other module.
(3) transport folded module to payload bay pallet.
(4) Stow in single-fold configuration.
(5) Fold second module into single-fold configuration.
(6) Disconnect second module from base.
(7) Transport module to payload bay pallet.
(8) Stow in single-fold configuration.
TFST 5.
Hepeat 'rest 1 using 1 EVA crew members.
TEST 6.
Hepeat Test 4 using 1 EVA crew member.
TEST 7•
ttepeat Pest 2 using 1 EVA crew member.
TES1' 8.
ttepeat 'Pest 3 using 1 EVA crew member.
TEST 9.
- 1 double-cell module initially stowed in single-fold configuration
- No EVA crew members. RMS only.
PROCEDURE:
(1) Unstow module.
(l_) iranspoirt to aft mounting base.
(i) Attach to base at four corners.
Ol ) Unfold n.adule.
TEST 10.
- [ double-cell modules initially stowed in double-fold configuration
RVA crew memuers.
PROCEDURE:
(1) Unstow f'.r•st module (partially).
(2) Perform first unfold while attached to payload bay palLet.
(i) Helease first module from support.
(4) 'Transport to aft base support.
(5) Connect first module to base at lour corners.
(b) Perform second unfold.
('r) lhistow second module.
(61 Perform first unfold while attached to pallet.
l , t) Iluleane and transport second module to end of first module.
(W) C )nnr,:t second module to first module at four corners.
M) I, ­ 1 rm second unfold.	 MFS-25647
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TEST 11.
- 2 .rouble-cell modules initially erected on base
- 2 EVA crew members
PROCEDURE:
(1) Fold free end module into single-fold configuration.
(2) Disconnect from other module.
(3) Transport folded module to payload bay pallet.
(4) Attach one side of module to support fixture.
(5) Perform second fold to place module in double folded
configuration.
(6) Make remaining attachments to complete stowing.
(7) Fold second module into single-fold configuration.
(8) Disconnect from base.
(9) Transport second module tj payload bay pallet.
(10) Attach to support fixture and perform second fold.
(11) Complete stowing of second module.
TEST 12.
Repeat Teat 10 using 1 EVA crew member.
TEST 13
Repeat Test 11 using 1 EVA crew member.
TEST 14.
1 double-cell module initially stowed in double-fold configuration
No EVA crew members, RMS only.
PROCEDURE:
(1) Unstow :nodule sufficiently to allow first unfold.
(2) Perform first unfold.
(3) Release module from support and transport to mounting base.
(4) Attach to base at four corners.
(5) Perform second unfolding coeration.
TEST 15.
- 2 double-cell modules initially connected and stowed in a
double-fold configuration.
- 2 EVA crew members.
PROCEDURE:
(1) Unstow modules sufficiently to allow first unfold.
(2) Perf ,
	first unfold while attached to pallet.
(3) Release modules from pallet and transport to mounting base.
(4) Connect end of one module to base at four corners.
(5) Perform second unfold to f-)rm 12 m arm.
!XS-5647
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Repeat Test 15 using 1 EVA crew member.
TEST 17.
- 2 single-f,,lded modules, two folded cardtable legs attached to one
module, one cardtable leg attached to other module, 2 single
meibers with end connections.
- 2 VA crew members.
PROCEDURE:
(1) Unstow module with two cardtable legs.
(2) Transport to mounting Use.
(3) Attach module to base at four corners.
(4) Unfold module.
(5) Unfold two cardtable legs.
(6) Unstow module with one cardtable leg.
(7) Transport to end of first module.
(8) Unfold cardtable leg on second module.
(9) Join modules by attaching three cardtable legs.
(1C) Unstow and attach loose longeron between modules.
(11) Unstow and attach loose diagonal between modules.
(12) Unfold second module.
TEST A.
double-cell modules joined by module-to-module interconnect and
mounted on base.
-2 EVA crew members.
PROCEDURE:
(1) Fold end module into single-fold configuration.
(2) Remove and stow two single members.
(3) Detach three cardtable legs joining modules.
(4) Fold cardtable leg on first module.
(5) Transport first module to payload bay and stow in single fold
configuration.
(6) Fold two cardtable legs on second module.
(7) Fold second module into single-fold configuration.
(8) Transport second module to payload bay and stow in single-fold
configuration.
TEST 19.
Repeat Test 17 using 1 EVA crew member.
6.4	 Test Results
In general the performance of the DFDC structure and associated
hardware was rated by both NASA nd their NBS support contractor to be
excellent. The deficiencies that were shown to exist, some of which were
cost/schedule related ueletions from test article design, were all agreed to
be fixable by design improvement. 	 MFS -25647
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b.4.1	 improvements Indicated For Orbital Operation
Although most of the design changes required or desirable are a
direct result of cost limitat.ion!^ during the design and fabrication phases,
all of the items that were noted are listed here for inclusion iu the overall
data base:
o Roll pin retention
Although the suspected cause of loosened roll pins was
over• str•essing of the lugs during one "G" handling without
proper , support equipment, it is considered mandatory that
positive retainers be added.
o hedesigned coupler release levers -
The safety wire hazzard must be removed and careful
consideration given to positioning of the lever for proper-
access by EVA or RMS.
0 1her•ma 1
Other , Faint systems need to be investigated - Orbital
requirements will be different t'rom that of they
 NHS
facility. lAlso, the paint bubbling observed lit test
article indicates a need for a better underwater paint
system.)
o Quality CANItrol -
Although this will be of necessity an overall aspect of
flight design, the most obvious trouble spot in the test
hardware occurred with the telescope locks. Paint was
scraped oft' the "blades" and jammed the mechanism of
several of the locks repeatedly.
o Operation indicators -
For example it- v' -ial indication of lock/unlock conditions
is elected, co	 coding will be required for the
telescoping tube anti coupler locks. Also, if retraction
is planned, an indication of the fold and stowage
orientation is desirable.
o Packaging Stability -
It was determined that a completely self' sut'ficient
packaging system built into the DFDC would be highly
desirable. Solid stops and guides for folding anti rigid
retainers t'or each fold segment would:
- 
support long slender members during launch
- protect adjacent struotur •al members t'rom damage
- permit sequential fold/unfold
- r •eduee complexity of support structure
- facilitate on orbit transport from support structure to
base or other deployed module
o Improved support stowage structure -
ltre
	 test article	 was	 intentionally	 des ignedf	 as	 a
versatile,	 though minimum cast str• uctur•e.	 A flight
version will need to support the full length of the DFDC
and interface with the tither• potent ial payloads and
perhaps the Orbiter i:!Ielf. However*, the problem that was
not well understood prior to the test was the difficulty
caused by the 1)FDt' couplers and probes hanging up lit
open sided support structure during removal and stowage.
MFS-15647
Co it
Cardtable stabilizers -
Although the interconnect is expected to be deleted (not
being cost/weight effective when used in conjunction with
the DFDC), the stabilizers were shown to be an almost
mandatory part of the hybrid deployab).e/erectable
"cardtable" concept.
(NOTE: lire cardtable concept is expected to be
useful only for pancake stowage of a relatively short
structure.)
Operational Timelines
The prediction of time required for operations performed on orbit is
extremely important to everyone concerned in a space mission. Not only will
accurate prediction permit selection of better designs and better operating
procedures, it will aid in optimizing associated supporting equipment and
supplies. The NBS Facility appears to be an extremely valuable tool for
evaluating designs and procedures. The obvious extension of NBS usefulness
would be that of training EVA Specialists and RMS Operators, such that
on-orbit time is minimized.
The timelines presented here, Table 6-1 and 6-2, are taken from
of the deployment/stowage operations performed at the NBS Facility
'Fable 6-1 presents timeline totals for complete deployment/retract
and Table 6-2 gives timeline elements for selected operations.
i includes the timelines as derived by the Essex Corporation.
Although at present restowing
these timelines are included.	 Since
repeated deployment tests, knowledge of
valuable in the timeline study.
In general, as concluded in F
on-orbit operations will be
(primarily drag) and improved
sophisticated and will be more
:)t a planned on-orbit operation,
4 was, of course, required for,
operations were considered to be
(4), the primary difference between
improvement due to lack of water
on. Also, the Orbiter mounted RMS
ful than the simulator used in the
A note of caution should be added with regard to one effect of water
drag; that of naturally slowing the movement of a large mass approaching its
desired location. This is beneficial in some instances, and its loss must be
accounted for in space operation planning to avoid excessive overrunning or
collisions.
Figure 6 -6 shows a typical test operation (No. 1)
module, single folded, being attached to the base frame ready
The second EVA Subject is in position to reiease the number
the support fixture.
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7.0	 AUTOMATIC DEPLOYMENT STUDY	 ORIGINAL RAGE ISOF POOR QUALM
The investigation of automatic deployment was designed to add to the
LSST information data base some knowledge of the practicality, reliability,
weight, volumetric effects and timeline advantages of automation.
This study derives information from the earliest Vought research and
carries through several concepts for automating the double fold-double cell
(DFDC) structure and the Vought IH&D developed biaxial scissors fold (6ASF).
During the current and Phase I contracts, Vought studies covered
literally dozens of design concepts And hardware designs for joints, members,
couplers and deployment mechanisms from other sources. In addition, a few
dozen more of Vought.'s own concepts were developed to varying degrees. Of
these, the DFDC and BASF were selected to evaluate for automatic deployment.
Table 7-1 summarizes the concepts resulting from the DFDC and BASF
Automation study. This table also references Figures 7-1 through 7-8 which
show layouts for some of the basic concepts, and some detail layouts showing
solutions to certain associated problems. These detail solutions were
required to show feasibility before developing some of the basic concepts. A
careful review of these concepts for practicability, relative cost,
complexity, etc., resulted in the selection of Concept r, for • the DFDC and
Concept 9 for the BASF as the most viable for further development in the next
task.
7.1	 Automatic Double Fold Structure (Concept 6)
of the two concepts selected by Vought and presented to MSFC as the
most promising, the Concept b for a DFDC' was selected for further development
in the next task (see Section 8).
A detailed Oescri^'ion of deployment and refold characteristics is
given, sequentially, belo The folding operation may be sequenced from first
fold to second fold or permitted to simultaneously told in both axes.
DFP'.OYMENT 1CONCEPT h)
u Puliing a lanyard or energizing a releas , device, releases all
cable ties wr:+pped .iround Lne bundle of structure.
o Each cable tie is retracted into its reel case so there will be
no loose ends to snag deploying structure.
o	 A deployment tension spring, is connected between 15.24 cm (6
inch) arms on each pair of longitudinal or lateral struts which pivot together
as a parallelogram. See "A" dimension in Figure 7-10.
O	 Die spring tension "T" acts on "A" and "l+" to initiate
deployment. Tire springs stay approximately parallel to the telescoping struts.
o	 As the	 structure deploys, dimension	 " L'"	 in.-reases	 to	 70%	 of cell
size	 "l.",	 while "A"	 reduce3 to	 zero so	 that	 there	 is	 no	 deployment	 spring
induced bending moment	 at	 the pivoting strut ends.	 Spring force reduces 	 from
about	 31.14N
	 (7 lbs)	 to	 13.y4N (3	 lbs) during deployment.
IIFS-25, 4 7
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o The rate of deployment is controlled by i deployment governor
cable connected between the fixed struts (See "F" in Figure 7-10). It
operates between diagonal corners of a cell as the corners move apart during
deployment.
o One end of the deployment governor cable is wound on a reel which
contains a clock escapement type of rate governor. This type governor
provides adequate rate control over a wide range of temperature and cable reel
torque in a simple, reliable manner. Deployment governor cable tension
increases from about 2.22 to 11.2N (0.5 to 2.5 lb f ) during deployment.
Deployment time may be varied from minutes to hours as dictated by platform
size.
o At the end of deployment the deploy.ntnt spring tension is reacted
by compression in the telescoping struts, which were moving in parallel with
it. This provides a positive engagement of the telescope strut stop and lock.
o Deployment in the longitudinal and lateral axes of a wide area
platform may be done simultaneously, with rough synchronization provided by
the rate governors. Since the structure is very flexible until fully deployed
and locked, precise synchronization is not required.
REFOLD (CONCEPT 6)
o II' refold is elected, a small 28 VDC motor could be incorporated
on each deployment governor cable reel in the rewind direction. One motor per
cell face is required. (Less than 2 t:ztts power per motor is required.)
o The other end of the governor cable is routed down the fixed
strut and attached to the telescope tube lock as in Figure 7-5.
o After, cable slack is wound in and cable tension increases, the
telescope strut will be unlocked by initial cable travel.
o Additional rewinding of the governor cable reel will extend the
strut, whiln is the opposite diagonal, and refold the structure against the
force of the deployment spring.
o When all the struetrir •e cells are fully folded against their stops
all rewind motors will stall.
o Die cable ties must then be unreeled and wrapped around the
structure and secured in the locks. This can be accomplished by EVA while the
structure is held by the RMS for restowage in the shuttle cargo bay.
o	 The refold power wires may their oe deenergized and shorted
together so that no stray electricity can run the motors.
7.2	 Automatic Biaxial Scissor Fold (HASH Structure (CONCEPT 9)
1'he most promising automatic concept for the BASF is detailed
below.	 The pret'erred structural configuration must fold in both axes
simultaneously.	 Modifying the pivot axes would enable sequencing the told
axis operations, but at the expense of more actuators.
This concept was not pursued through the next task k see Section 8),
preliminary design, due to the earl y development stage of the ba31c structure
concept. MFS-25647
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o Cable ties around the folded structure are used for restraint as
in Concept 6 above.
o Each cable tie is retracted into its reel case so there will be
no loose ends to snag deploying structure.
o One actuator for each two cells will begin rotating to wind the
deploy cable on the cable reel. See Figure 7-8 - Actuator.
o The deployment cable tension acting on the 3.81 cm (1.50 inch)
arm of the node lugs at both ends will provide the initial deployment moments
which start opening the structure. See dimension "A" in Figure 7-9•
o Cable tension is limited by a slip clutch on the cable reel
providing a constant acceleration to the structure during deployment start up,
without stalling the actuator motors.
o When the deployment rate matches the no-slip cable reel speed,
all deployment cables will move at the same velocity for the remainder of
deployment.
o Since the node lugs are at a 450 angle to the lateral axis a
moment will be induced in the node lugs in the longitudinal axis as the
structure begins opening in the lateral axis.
o As the structure opens a few degrees the moment arm, dimension
"B" in Figure 7-9, will increase in the lateral axis, and "B" will also
increase in the longitudinal axis due to the biaxial deployment with the 450
node lugs.
o Near the end of deployment, the post tension nut will be guided
by the deploy cable to engage the threaded end of the tension strut. See
Figure 7-8- Actuator.
o The cable reel slip clutch now permits slow winding of the
deployment cable while the post tensioning nut is screwed onto the end of the
tension strut.
o At a predetermined tension, the stop is contacted and stalls the
gear motor. All folding members will be in tension and all diagonal struts
will be in compression.
o When the motor is de-energized the tension strut will relax a few
degrees, permitting the deployment cable reel to slacken. This will also
relieve any torque which tends to unscrew the post tension nut.
o The post tension nut will be locked in place by its irreversible
thread lead and/or additional locking device.
o The deployment power wires may then be shorted together so that
no stray electricity can run the actuators.
MFS-25647
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REFOLD (COftf:EPT 9)
o Reverse polarity will run all deployment actuators in reverse.
0 The post tension nuts w'll back off the threaded end of the
tension struts and the cable reels will put more slack l.nto the deployment
`	 cables.
R
o Knee ,point buckling springs will start folding all longitudinal
and bulkhead diagonal (tension) members inward.
o Linear refold springs in the diagonal compression struts will
pull on cables, in parallel with the folding tension members, to completely
fold all nodes together, mating the fold stops.
o When the structure has completed about one half of the fold
travel, the deployment motors will be de-energized and shorted through a
resistor. All actuator motors then act as generators and slow the refold
operation to acceptable limits.
o	 The mechanical advantage of the deployment actuators to the
refold springs will reduce as the fold stops are approached. However•, this
will be offset by the refold springs force reduction, to almost zero, as the
fold stops are approached.
o After the refold stops are contacted the restraint cables must be
unreeled and wrapped around the structure and secured in the locks. This can
be accomplished by EVA while the structure is held by the RMS for restowage in
the shuttle cargo bay.
MFS-25697
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w8.0	 PHELIMINARY DESIGN OF SELECTED AUTOMATIC DEPLOYMENT STRUCTU.tE
The Double Fold Structure with fold stops, deployment springs and
cable govenors was selected for preliminary design. A wide area platform
configuration was chosen for this effort because it not only encompasses all
of the characteristics of a beam (arm), but it was expected to finish
answering the question of feasibility of deploying wide area structure. This
in fact was done in the initial part of the design by establishing that the
symmetry (or mirror image) continuity of the structural elements does, in
fact, occur in all three axes, and the DFDC concept is good for beams, wide
area and/or deep platforms. 	 -
Figures 8-1 through 8-4 (Drawing 221-60180) shows eight cells of
structure designed to deploy automatically into a small (2 x 4 cell) wide area
platform. This configuration has equal diameter lateral and longitudinal
struts, while a beam configuration uses smaller diameter (for lower loads)
lateral struts.
The aluminum structure shown has 3 miter cells with 63.5 mm dia
large Struts and 31.8 mm dia diagonals and fixed (vertical) struts. The nodes
attach rigidly to the fixed struts and attach by pi llots to all other struts.
These nodes are basically the same size and design as used for the Neutral
Buoyancy Test Structure. Node stops were added where nodes of adjacent cells
fold together in a common plane. Additional stops were added to the fixed
struts near the nodes which can support the slender extended diagonals passing
between them. These stops support the diagonals at mid length (see Section
D-D Figure 8-4 for detail). The stop cradles can be made wider, if necessary,
to capture the diagonals ( l uring folding.
The folded structure is designed to be externally supported on four
sides at the four stations shown which are in the planes of the stops. It
will also be exter • r.F-lly restrained at both ends. A.1 external (launch)
support is conceived to be the function of a structural cage surrounding the
folded structure. This cage would support the folded otructure snugly during
handling and shipment and could be attached to the shuttle cargo bay by
londeron and keel fittings for launch. When in orbit, the external supports
will be backed away from the folded structure and he top of the cage will be
hinged open to permit removing the structure with the HMS for deployment.
When the four restraint cables wrapped around the folded structure
at the four node stations are released, the structure will begin to deploy in
all axes unless a sequencing step for axis by axis deployment is desired.
Release initiation could be electrical, if remote, or tripped by HMS or EVA.
Detail "B" on Figure 8-2 show3 a deployment spring cable routed over sheaves
on an arm at one end of each longitudinal and lateral strut. This provides
the 6.78 N-m (60 inch lb) starting moment necessary to overcome pivot friction
on all the pivoting struts. Pivot friction is primarily due to a light press
fit on the NAS 56106-13 spring pin used in all pivoting strut ends to
eliminate ,joint freeplay. The arm is tilted 2 0 30' so that the sheave at the
outer end will clear the diagonal strut as it passes during deployment. Tnis
sheave is geometrically located so that, when fully deployed, the projected
deployment cable center line passes through the longitudinal strut end
pivot. Thus no end moment remains in the strut to reduce its compression
buckling limit load capability.
MmIAJAL PACE
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The deploy • .4nt cablo passes through the deployment spring Inside Lae
strut and connects t- a spring retainer near the other end of the strut as
shown in detail "C", on Figure 8-3, in the deployed position. A spring anchor
cable connected to a terminal in the strut end cap slso passes through the
deployment spring and connects to a second spring retainer at the other end of
the spring. When th3 structure is folded the first spring retainer will be
pullers 94 cm (37 inches) by the deployment cat_e to compress the spring to its
maximum load of 31.14 N (7 lbs). The spring retainer and spring coils slide
inside an antibuckle sleeve which reduces friction and protects the strut wall
from chaffing by the spring. Without a sleeve, the long spring in
compression will have numerous buckles that are limited by contact with the
cables passing through the spring. It was estimated that the cable friction
caused by spring bucKling would require that the spring force (and weight) be
increased about 30% to maintain the required deployment forces.
A design for precise vernier adjustment of strut length from one end
cap is also shown in detail "C" on Figure 8-3. This is necessary if
adjustment is required, since the other strut end cap must be fined to
maintain alignment of the torque arm with the pivot lug and cable.
There is one deployment cable with two sp: • ings, one at each end of
the cable, for each longitudinal or lateral cell face in the wine area
platform structure.	 The springs are enclosed in 2 of the large diameter
struts which have torque arms. In addition there is one double length
deployment spring inside each trunnion mounted telescoping diagonal strut for
each upper or lower cell face in the structure. The latter springs are used
to provide 13.3 N (3 lbs) compression in the trunnion diagonals at. full
deployment to insure that the telescope stops and locks are engaged. On the
longitudinal ar.d lateral faces the deployment cables are always approximately
parallel to the telescope diagonal struts and provide 13.3 N(3 lbs)
compression, to insure that their stops and locks are engaged at full
deployment. Since the trunnion ended diagonals deploy w;ien either the
longitudinal or lateral struts unfold, no torque arms are needed to begin
their deployment.
Deployment rate is controlled by a cable reel and governor on each
longitudinal and lateral cell face of the structure. Detail "E" nn Figure 8-3
shows the design details. The reel spool is 1.91 cm (0.75 inch) diameter with
5.33 cm (2.10 inch) diameter end piates and the groove is only wide enough,
.170 cm (.067 inch), for two cable diameters. 406.4 cm (160 inches) of .079
cm (1/32 inch) cable will wind on this reel in 36 turns with no level wind
required.	 A clock or timer escapement mechanism controls the reel unwind
velocity during deployment through a one way clutch. A low torque rewind
spring will wind the governor cable or the reel and maintain .22 to .44 N
(0.0 1^ to 0.10 lbs) tension in the cable - ,hen fully wound. This spring insures
that the governor cable is taut and yet free to unwind when 2.22 to 11.1 N
(0.5 to 2.5 lbs) tension is applied during deployment. The larger cable reel
diameter at initiation of deployment provides a higher starting torque to get
the escapement governor running and also permits an initial deployment rate
higher than the final deployment rate. The final rate will be limited by the
Cynamics of stop and lock engagement on the telescoping diagonal struts. The
total deployment time for a large wide area platform should probably be
between one and two hours.
The 25.4 x 25. 4 cm (10 x 10 inch) cross section per folded cell, as
shown in Section D-U of ; igure 8-1 , is the same as for the node used in the
neutral buoyancy test structure which requir ­ 	 flc',, ri o ,- ^.nambers around the
ORiUM4 PAO
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small struts. Without flotation chambers this Structure can be folded to 20.3
x 20.3 x:n (8 x 8 in,-h) cross section per cell as shown in Figure 8-5. Wi,.h
this 20.3 x 20.3 cm per cell folded section a 14 x 14 cell wide area platform
usini, 3 :peter cells will fold into a package 2.9 m square x 8. 4' m long. This
is the maximum size, of this point design, that can fit in the Orbiter cross
section. This package with its structural support will require approximately
one half of the Shuttle _argo bay, when the folded structure is automatically
,eployed it will form A 42 x 42 m platform, 3 m deep with 6.35 em dia
longitudinal and lateral struts and 3.18 cm dia diagonal and vertical struts.
This deployed 196 cell struc t ure, shown in Figure 8-6, would weigh about 6,405
Kg (14,141 pounds) of which the automatic deployment mec-ranization is about
463 Kg (1,022 pounds). 72.5 Kg (160 pounds) of the stru-;.ure weight is due to
the probes on all nodes which form s 3 in square grid pattern on uoth faces and
all four edges of the wide area platform. Four of tnese probes on the corners
of any external 3 m cell face will couple to four drogues on an equipment
package or experiment. =Thirty of these probes on one edge of the platform
will couple to thirty drogues on a second platform to double the size. There
is no weight fo: integral wire harnesses included in this estimate. However,
there is sufficient clearance in the folded structure at the nodes to permit
routing integral wire harnesses throughout the structure. The additional
weight to add wire harnesses would be more than wires and their supports since
some deployment spring fore, and therefore weight, would be added to flex the
wires.
This structure may oe automatically refolded if a small 28 UDC
torque motor is added to each of the 420 governor cable reels. A power wire
narness would be required to connect all the motors to a common power sapply.
Less than 2 watts power per , motor would be required. Refer to paragraph 7.1
for a complete description of automatic deployment and refold sequences of
operations for the Concept 6 double fold structure.
riFs-25647
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9.0	 CONCLUSIONS 6 RECOMMENDATIONS	
OF POOR QUALInr
The primary effort of this contract follow-on, culminating in the
NBS testing, was considered highly successful. While more insight was gained
into design requirements and planning for space structure operations, nc
significant surprises occurred.
The add-on studies for automated deployment show the DFDC structure
to be viable with full automation without external power and retractable if
desired with low power input. Rlvo, the study shows the structure to be
extendable in three axes fir deploying either beams, wide area or deep
platforms.
CONCLUSIONS
• Double Fold-Double Cell (DFDC) Structure viable for Space
Platform/arm
• Rigid stops and supports should be built into the folded
structure.
• RMS/EVA capabilities complimentary to each other.
• Suport structure should have smooth faces to avoid installation
snags.
• Locking devices should be color coded.
• Interconnect not • ost-weight effective.
• RMS/module interface needs improvement.
• Deployable much preferred over erectable.
HECOMMENDATIONS
• Pursue Vought developed Biaxial Scissors fold structure.
Compared to double fold structure:
- 311 improvement in packaging volume
- Fewer actuators required for automatic deployment
- Post tensioning eliminates freeplay
• Conduct duplicate NHS and orbital operation experiment for exact
correlation and improved prediction capability.
• Continue hysteresis investigation to enable quantitative analysis
and prediction.
• Update structure size to latest SASP requirements, 1-112 meter
arms. (see Hef. (8)).
• Pursue Automated Deployment -
- rurther design & development
- Automated models
- NHS Testing
• Improve ground handling (1-g).
• Analyze flight (launch) loads.
• Use NbS for pre-flight training.
• Obtain by research or developmen t a paint system to withstand NK
environment.
• Establish on-orbit paint requirements.
U Further study needed on cable/spring deployment system to assess
risk or inconvenience caused by exposed cables.
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(T = Sec)
	 TASK SIZE
MEAN
	 (N)
128	 27
194	 12
224	 10
APPENDIX II
RANGE AND NEAR TIME TO PERFORM! REPRESENTATIVE TASKS
IN71OLVED IN ERECTING LARGE SPACE STRUCTURES
DATA DERIVED FROM VB-37
(T = Sec)
TASK OES,- RIPTION	 RANGE
1. RMS orient & grasp target rising	 29 - 252
opposed jaw effector 6 from various
and uncontrolled start locations
2. RMS remove a module from storage
rotate it 900
3. RMS transport and orient a module
to aft frame or first module
4. RMS/EVA orient a module for lock on
5. EVA lock up all four drogues
6. Deploy Cells A Module 1, Cell 1
B Module 1, Cell 2
C Module 2, Cell 1
D Module 2, Cell 2
7. Install interconnects 6 deploy
8. EVA unlock diagonal wing locks in
preparation to stow
9• Collapse cells for stowage:
Cell 2 (First cell collapsed;
cell 1 (Second cell collapse)
10. Demate: Cell 2 from 1
Cell 1 from Frame
11. RMS transport a module for stowage
12. RMS orient a module for stowage
13. Stowage of a module
14. EVA translate from workstation to
frame or frame to workstation
15. EVA translate 3 m of a cell
16. EVA translate a cell diagonal
17. EVA translate along frame ( N 3m)
84 -561
130 - 320
24 - 202
58 - 198
80 - 192
81 - 126
124 - 318
92 - 135
72
14 - 57
28 - 130
28 - 178
68 - 106
88
66-231
130 - 190
134 - 411
37 - 106
7 - 19
12 - 24
11 - 18
124 6
105 11
135 5
96 5
207 6
127 6
- 1
28 9
65 4
109 4
87 2
- 1
158 4
150 4
273 2
59 10
12 24
18 4
15 8
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,;omparative Ta3Ks lone or two trials of 	 (T = Sec)	 (T = Sec)
combined events)	 RANGE.	 MEAN
,	 .
6
A. Deploy all 4 cells simultaneously 285 sec
after locking to frame 248 sec
H. Deploy 2 cells from bay 270 sec
248 seo
C. Deploy	 1 single fold -radule.	 1	 EVA 0:24:49
w itn RMS,	 from fr-ime
D. Deploy 1 ,angle fold modules,	 1 EVA 0:31:16
with KKi;,	 f-om frame
E. Deploy 1 double fold module,	 1	 EVA 0:42:1?
with HMS,	 from frame
F. Deploy 2 single fold module, 2 EVA 0:45:29
with HM.', ,	 from frame
G. Deploy l double fold module, 2 EVA 0:49:50
with HM,:,	 from frame
H. L►eploy 2 single fold modules,	 1 EVA U:29:24
with RMS,	 from bay
1. Deploy 1 single fold modules,	 2 EVA 0:34:17
with HMS,	 from bay
J. Deploy	 ' double fold modules,	 2 FVA 35
with HMS,	 from bay
K. Hetract 2 single fold modules,	 ? EVA 0:38:13
with HMS,	 t'rom frame
L. Retract	 .angle fold modules,	 ' FVA 0:,'3:51
with HMS,	 t'rom frame
M. Hetract .' double	 fold modulus,	 1	 FVA 11:34:3U
with HM;.
	
from frame
N. Retract	 .' double	 fold modules,	 1	 EVA 0: i5:UU
with HMS,	 from frame
0. Deploy 2 double fold,	 1	 from bay, U:47:40
1	 from	 t'r • ame,	 2	 EVA with	 RM5
F. Deploy 2 single fold, 	 1	 from hay, 0:i8:So
1	 t'rom	 frrams-,	 with	 interconnect,
r FVA with	 RMti
Q. Retract	 . 1 single	 fold with	 interconnect, U: 47: <4
EVA	 wi t h
	
RM:;
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